Conduction Mechanism in Polyaniline -Polyacrylic Acid Blend
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Abstract:
The electrical properties of polyaniline-polyacrylic acid blend are reported using Al/Polymer/Al structured. The D.C. conductivity is measured in the temperature range (23-70) C° via two probe method. The current was measured at steady state conditions. The domains conduction mechanism was identified as Ionic conduction. The D.C conductivity and the activation energy were estimated to be $5.7 \times 10^{-11}$ (Ω.cm)$^{-1}$ while activation energy is (1.3 eV), and dark DC bulk conductivity of blend was observed to increase orders of magnitude in the investigated temperature range.
1- Introduction:

Conjugated polymers are intrinsically semiconducting materials. They lack intrinsic mobile charge, but are able to transport charge generated by light, injected by electrodes, or provided by chemical dopants. A large number of conjugated polymers that exhibit high conductivity after doping have been synthesized and studied. However, difficulties encountered in processing these materials in the form of solution or melts have hindered their development in many applications of all the difficult modification techniques available, one of the most medley studied and applied is the formation of blends of different origins, conducting polymers blends are in facts some suitable compositions of a conducting polymer with one or more insulating polymers, so that their desirable properties are combined successfully.

Such blends of polymers with conducting polymers are promising materials in the electronic area. One of the most important application for these blends is their use in the domain of antistatic materials and for electromagnetic shielding (EMI).

PANI is one of the conducting polymers that has attracted considerable one of the best conduits for the preparation of polymer-based conducting polymer composites, because of that PANI high stability toward air and moisture, high electrical conductivity and unique red ox properties, recently, significant progress of PANI have been achieved in the preparation of processable form.

Among insulating matrix polymer, polyacrylic acid and it is derivatives as polyacrolites, substituted polyacrylate and their inter pentene rating polymers network IPN are one of the fast growing classes of polymeric materials for their wide range application in dental industries, synthetic films manufacturing, hydro gel application, ceramic binder, polyacrylate application, ion exchange resin, ..etc. Recently several conductive blends of proton Ted PANI with insulating polymers have been reported. This technique allows to obtain conducting films characterized by low percolation threshold (<1%) with mechanical properties better than those of pure PANI films.

In this study, pure PANI-Polyacrylic Acid was synthesis using condensation polymerization and parameters corresponding to the homogenous film were identifies. Electrical conduction mechanism for the blend was analyzed.
2- Experimental:

PANI-PAA blend was synthesized by condensation copolymerization of polyacrylic acid \( (m_w=600) \) with aniline monomer were three necks reaction vessel of 520 ml volume changed with (0.1) mole aniline monomer and(0.1) mole PAA and (100)ml DMSO as a solvent in the presence H\(_3\)PO\(_4\) as external acid catalyst. The reaction vessel provided by condenser mechanical stirrer and thermometer. The mixture was heated gradually (40-110\( ^\circ \)C) by oil bath under reflex conditions for (10) hours.

The product was evaporated from the excess DMSO after cooled to room temperature. Blend as thin film has been deposited on aluminum substrate, were these substrates cleaned by pure acetone and washed with distilled water and dried after that use that as a lower-electrode at normal aquarium condition using cast method. Then dried at room temperature for 24 hrs, then heated gradually up to (50\( ^\circ \)C) by a rate 10 C /30 min. Then the coated films were kept at this temperature for 16 hrs to complete curing.

Aluminum metal (99.99\%) was carried out using evaporation system model (Varian 3117) under vacuum pressure better than \( (10^{-6}\ \text{torr}) \) as upper electrode, through a circular mask 0.03cm\(^2\) to obtain sandwich configuration. All (current-voltage) measurement was carried in dark and electrical shield.

3- Results and Discussion:

The experimental circuit for measuring D.C conductivity is illustrated in fig.(1). Electrical conductivity of the blend was measured at different temperature combined with steady state conditions. The I-T relation in fig (2) may explain as fellows: the current flowing in the sample; expressed by the relation \( \{ J=n q \mu E^* \} \) where: \( J, q, n, \mu, \) and \( E^* \) are the current density, carrier charge, carrier density, carrier mobility and the effective field strength in the bulk of the polymer respectively. One of the mechanism to explain the drop of the current carriers \( (n) \) within the sample is due to their arrival at the electrode (clean – up – effect)\(^{(29)}\). The second mechanism is the effective drop of the electric field \( (E^*) \) in the bulk of the sample placed between the two electrodes due to the space charge effect of the carrier of the carrier drifting to the electrode. Since the current in the equation above; directly related to \( n \) and \( E^* \), therefore, the current decrease with time because the carrier density and the effective electric field decrease with the time, which in turn decrease the current after the application of voltage\(^{(30)}\).

The relation between current and voltage at different temperature is shown in fig.(3), this relation is plotted on a log-log scale as shown in fig.(4).
From fig.(3) & fig.(4) we can see a behavior of two regions. First region in which a linear relationship between current and voltage at lower applied voltage 50 volts Ohm’s law is applied and current density is directly proportional to the applied field which influence only carrier velocity and ensure that thermally generated charge carriers are affected by current limits.

As the applied field increases, there will be an increase probability of injection of excess charge in the film from electrodes and hence a departure from Ohm’s law is observed (See fig. (3)). Ionic conduction can be suggested here to explain the behavior of current were Baker and Thomas conclude that this conduction was important at very high field \(^{(31)}\). We also can conclude that the existence of free ions (cation and anion pairs) which is unbounded with big molecules are the causes of such conductivity were the ionic conductivity process involves a cooperative interaction between the mobile ions and polymer matrix.

Activation energy was estimated from the slope of the line obtained from plotting electrical conductivity versus the reciprocal of temperature \((1/T)\), fig.(5). The result of activation energy obtained was \((1.3)\) eV which is large amount and means that more energy is required to release electron from deep and shallow traps, another result was observed from fig.(5) that conductivity increasing with increasing of temperature in the range \((23-80)\)ºC, this is due to the release of extra charge carrier with increasing temperature Fig. (6) shows also the relation between \((\log \sigma)\) and the reciprocal of temperature \((1/T)\), were a linear relationship was obtained were at high temperature thermal movement of polymer chain segments would be improved, which increased the ionic conductivity, such behavior was also observed in amorphous materials due to the defect \(^{(31)}\), while figure (7) shows the relation between \((\log J)\) and \(E\) giving another indicate of ionic conduction through low to high field region were the most of migration of ions are localized barrier height were these barriers comes from the amorphous structure of polymer chains.

4- Conclusion:

Electrical properties of poly aniline-poly acrylic acid has been studied through measuring (current-voltage) characteristic conduction mechanism in temperature range \((23-80)\)ºC have been probed and identified as a space charge limited current-positive charge carriers contributed in conduction mechanism have activation energy \((1.3)\) eV.

The bulk conductivity at room temperature was estimated to be \((5.7 \times 10^{-11})\) \((\Omega.cm)^{-1}\), finally it was found that conductivity is increasing with the temperature increase.
Fig. (1): The measurement circuit of (I-V) characteristic.

Fig. (2): The relation between current and time.
Fig. (3): The (I-V) characteristics at different temperatures.
Fig. (4): The (log I-log V) characteristics at different temperatures.
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Fig. (5): The relation between conductivity and temperature.

Fig. (6): The relation between (logσ) and temperature.
Fig.(7): the relation between (log J) and effective field strength
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